**AIM: ACCOMMODATION & INCLUSION MANAGEMENT**

An inclusive employment path to an enhanced workforce

**WE LEAD... YOU SUCCEED!**

AIM: Accommodation and Inclusion Management focuses on improving workplace accommodations and adjustment processes for Canadian businesses and preparing business leaders for the future of more flexible and adaptive workspaces. AIM establishes a framework of standardized, de-medicalized, scalable and evidence-based methods of solution delivery.

**AIM DIRECT - Rapid Response**

Client organizations can initialize a streamlined accommodation process and CCRW will deliver fast, effective interventions and adjustments.

Inclusion of industry best practices to enhance positive impact on employees and business.

**AIM INTERACT - Engage Expertise**

Includes enhanced collaboration between client organizations and AIM Specialists.

Explore, identify and customize a range of accommodation options for employees with disabilities, including return to work strategy development, implementation of adaptive or technical tools and initializing accessibility features.

**AIM BALANCE - Access Success**

Audit and assess client organization policies, procedures and practices related to inclusion of people with disabilities, featuring inclusive by design principles to help guide implementation of provincial legislation and the Accessible Canada Act.

**AIM INTELLIGENCE**

AIM provides a roadmap to identify gaps, opportunities and areas for continuous improvement in your accommodations practice through an evidence-based approach.

Stay Ahead of the Game!

- AIM: Accommodation & Inclusion Management
- No Fear | Not So Scary
- AIM Playbook